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Gains by endangered species cited

Status of 2 birds with S.D. habitat improves to threatened, feds say

By Mike Lee
More than half of the imperiled species recently reviewed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
are doing well enough to be removed from the Endangered Species Act list or downgraded from
endangered to threatened status, the agency recommended yesterday. 

The 13 species studied are from California, including three birds with habitat in San Diego
County. 

In the coming months, hundreds of similar reviews to be conducted nationwide could lead to the
first large-scale reduction in the number of species protected by the federal government. Over
the decades, only about 40 species have been removed from the list and many of those delistings
were the result of data errors or species becoming extinct, according to the Fish and Wildlife
Service. Today, the list includes about 1,300 species across the country. 

To change the status of each protected species, Fish and Wildlife officials would have to
complete a formal public process. It's unclear when the agency might act on yesterday's
recommendations because that depends in part on how much money is allocated to delisting efforts
during the budgeting process. 
“Some endangered species are making significant progress toward recovery in California. The hard
work and effort of our partners in conservation ...
is paying off,” Steve Thompson, the agency's manager of California-Nevada Operations, said in a
statement. 

The announcement did little to settle the debate about whether Congress should overhaul the
Endangered Species Act. Property-rights activists said the law is broken and rarely leads to the
recovery of a species.
Environmentalists often concede that the law could be improved, but they fear that recently
proposed rewrites would gut key provisions. 

“Today's proposal shows how well the Endangered Species Act is working.
Critics ... are dead wrong when they say species aren't recovering,” said Kieran Suckling,
policy director of the Center for Biological Diversity, an environmental group based in Tucson. 

He also disagreed with some of the agency's recommendations, saying they weren't rooted in
science. 

In contrast, a lawyer whose firm often represents farmers and developers said yesterday's
announcement proved that some species are overprotected. 

Rob Rivett, the Sacramento attorney whose lawsuit prompted some of the reviews, praised the Fish
and Wildlife Service for its “honest approach.”
Rivett said he's hopeful that agency officials will follow their own suggestions by delisting
species that don't need protection and focusing on the ones that do. 

He said the resulting benefits would include fewer restrictions on private farmland and levee
maintenance in the Central Valley. 

However, a leading San Diego environmentalist said he's concerned that status downgrades could
hamper efforts to maintain recovery programs for least Bell's vireos and California least terns,
two species that could go from endangered to threatened status. 

“It would adversely affect the likelihood of getting funding” for habitat protections needed to
revive the birds' populations, said Jim Peugh of the San Diego Audubon Society. 

Fish and Wildlife spokeswoman Jane Hendron said the terns and vireos are faring far better than
they did in the 1970s. Today, she said, their breeding populations are several times greater
than they were 30 years ago. 



The agency's officials recommended not changing the threatened status of the Western snowy
plover, another bird with habitat in San Diego County. 

Meanwhile, they said the valley elderberry longhorn beetle and the island night lizard on San
Clemente Island no longer warranted protection. 

They also said the Chorro shoulderband snail should be delisted separately from the Morro
shoulderband snail. Agency officials counted the snails as one species in their news release,
but their scientific report said the snails were discovered to be distinct after the Morro
variety gained federal protection. 

The Endangered Species Act requires the agency to conduct a review for each species every five
years. Historically, though, the Fish and Wildlife Service has cited a lack of resources in
conducting very few of the reviews.
Nowadays, it's trying to get all the listed species on a regular review schedule. 

Kelly Hornaday, endangered species biologist for the Fish and Wildlife Service in Arlington,
Va., said the first round of reviews may not be representative of the overall number of species
that deserve status changes.
One reason is that the agency tried to move species that were suspected to be eligible for
downgrades or delisting toward the front of the review process.
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